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Abstract. Most recent papers about visual cryptography for halftone images are dedicated to get a
higher contrast decoded image. However, the hidden visual pattern often blends into the background
image and leads to a confused image. In this paper, we propose an improved method for halftone
image hiding. By using the proposed method, the background image can be eliminated and the
hidden visual pattern can be revealed precisely. Experimental results show that the decoded visual
patterns could reveal good visual quality under various kinds of input patterns. Furthermore, better
visual quality can be obtained when more halftone images are overlaid.
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1. Introduction

Data hiding methods for digital images have been widely studied by researchers. How-
ever, there are still a few existing techniques for data hiding in halftone images. Halfton-
ing (Ulichney, 1987) is a technique for changing multi-tone images into two-tone binary
images, which look like the original multi-tone images when viewing from a distance.
Halftone images are commonly used in printing books, newspapers, magazines, and fax
documents. There are two kinds of halftoning techniques. They are ordered dithering
(Bayers, 1973) and error diffusion (Floyd and Steinberg, 1976; Jarviset al., 1976; Stucki,
1981). Ordered dithering is a thresholding of the multi-tone image with a spatially peri-
odic pattern. To dither an image, each pixel value is scaled and compared to a threshold in
the corresponding element of the pattern, and if the pixel value is greater than the thresh-
old, draw the pixel white; otherwise, draw it black. Fig. 1(a) shows a dithering Lena
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image using the Bayer’s pattern:
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Error diffusion is more complicated than ordered dithering, but it achieves better vi-
sual quality. The halftoning error is fed forward to its adjacent neighbors using a specific
kernel so that each pixel has effectively an adaptive threshold. Fig. 1(b) shows an error
diffused Lena image using the Jarvis kernel:
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Naor and Shamir (1995) proposed visual cryptography in 1994. The key feature of this
technique is that it can recover a secret image without any computation. It exploits the
human visual system to recover the secret image from some overlapping shares. Recently,
some data hiding techniques for error-diffused halftone images are proposed (Fu and Au,
2002; Fu and Au, 2003a; Fu and Au, 2003b; Pei and Guo, 2003a; Pei and Guo, 2003b).
Pei and Guo (2003a, 2003b) proposed a noise-balanced algorithm for hiding binary visual
pattern into two or more error-diffused images. The first one is only a normal error-
diffused image, and the others are achieved by applying the noise-balanced error diffusion
technique (NBEDF ) to the original multi-tone image. The binary visual pattern can be
recovered without any computation when these two or more error-diffused images are
overlaid. Thus theNBEDF can be percepted as a kind of visual cryptography. However,
the decoded visual pattern is not clear (Fig. 7), since it is blended with the background
image.

Fig. 1. Halftone images: (a) ordered dithering, (b) error diffusion.
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In this paper, an improved technique for halftone image hiding is proposed. The pro-
posed method employs a modified overlapping algorithm which requires an additional
low-complexity computation when overlapping. By using the proposed technique, the
background image can be eliminated and the binary visual pattern can be recovered more
precisely. Though the modified overlapping algorithm requires a little additional compu-
tation, the precise decoded visual pattern is worth the computation it paid. For example,
the proposed technique can be applied to the mobile phone system for image authentica-
tion or conveying of secret messages. Since the mobile phone has computational limits
inherently, the simple computation of the proposed method can fit for the mobile phone.
In general, the traditional cryptography requires complex computation and thus it is hard
to implement in the mobile phone. That is to say, the proposed method can provide a
simple cryptography for the mobile phone.

This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, theNBEDF is reviewed
briefly. Section 3 presents our proposed method. Some experimental results are shown in
Section 4. Finally, conclusions are stated in Section 5.

2. A Review of the Noise-Balanced Error Diffusion

In this section, we will review the noise-balanced error diffusion technique (NBEDF )
(Pei and Guo, 2003a; Pei and Guo, 2003b). The standard error diffusion is shown in
Fig. 2. The multi-tone image is halftoned line-by-line sequentially. The variablexij rep-
resents the current input pixel at location (i, j) andx′

ij is the sum of the diffused errors
produced by previous neighboring pixels. The variableuij is the sum ofxij andx′

ij .
The variablebij is the binary output after thresholding. Here 255 is defined as a white
pixel and 0 as a black pixel. The variableeij is the difference betweenuij andbij . The
relationship between these variable can be described as follows:

uij = xij + x′
ij , where x′

ij =
∑

hmn × xi−m,j−n, (1)

eij = uij − bij , where bij =
{

0, uij < 128,
255, uij � 128.

(2)

Here,hmn represents the error diffusion kernel. The kernel determines the weighting of
diffused error to the future pixels.

NBEDF uses two halftone images (EDF1 andEDF2) to hide the binary visual
patternP which can be perceived directly from two overlaid halftone images.EDF1
is generated by standard error diffusion to the original multi-tone image.EDF2 is gen-
erated by applyingNBEDF . Let PW be the set of all the white pixels inP , andPB

be the set of all the black pixels inP . Similarly, EDF1W andEDF1B are defined as
above. ThenEDF2 is generated line-by-line sequentially. IfEDF1(i, j) ∈ EDF1W

andP (i, j) ∈ PB , thenEDF2(i, j) should be processed withNBEDF . In NBEDF ,
Eqs. 1 and 2 are modified as follows.

uij = xij + x′
ij − NB . (3)

eij = uij − bij + NB. (4)
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Fig. 2. Diagram of standard error diffusion.

HereNB is a constant variable. IfEDF1(i, j) ∈ EDF1W and P(i, j) ∈ PW , then
Eqs. 5 and 6 are applied as follows.

uij = xij + x′
ij + NB. (5)

eij = uij − bij − NB . (6)

If EDF1(i, j) ∈ EDF1B and P (i, j) ∈ PW , then Eqs. 3 and 4 are applied. If
EDF1(i, j) ∈ EDF1B andP (i, j) ∈ PB , then Eqs. 1 and 2 are applied.

In NBEDF , NB could be tuned to determine the quality ofEDF2 image and the
decoded binary visual pattern. IfNB is increased, the quality ofEDF2 image will be
degraded and the decoded binary pattern will be clearer, and vice versa. The experimental
results shown in (Pei and Guo, 2003a; Pei and Guo, 2003b) reveal that the decoded visual
pattern remains clear in the high texture image regions. However, it has poor contrast in
the white regions. In fact, the quality of the decoded image depends on both the visual
pattern and the background image, since the visual pattern is blended with the background
image.

3. Proposed Method

In this section, an improved technique for halftone image hiding is proposed. The pro-
posed method requires a little additional computation when overlapping. However, the
computation is simple and the computation complexity is low. With the overlapping al-
gorithm, the background image could be eliminated and the decoded visual pattern is
more precise.

The overlapping algorithm in conventional visual cryptography is the human visual
system. It can be seen in Fig. 3. The decoded pixel is white only if two white pixels
are stacked. The modified overlapping algorithm in the proposed method looks slightly
different as shown in Fig. 4. The decoded pixel is black when one white pixel and one
black pixel are stacked. And the decoded pixel is white when two pixels with the same
color are stacked. This procedure combined with the following modifiedNBEDF can
remove the background image in the decoded image so that the binary visual pattern is
not blended with the background image.
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Fig. 3. Conventional visual cryptography.

Fig. 4. Modified visual cryptography.

In the same way, the modifiedNBEDF uses two halftone images (EDF1 and
EDF2) to hide the binary visual patternP . If EDF1(i, j) ∈ EDF1W andP (i, j) ∈
PB , thenEDF2(i, j) is preferred to be a black pixel and should be processed with Eqs. 3
and 4. IfEDF1(i, j) ∈ EDF1B andP (i, j) ∈ PB , thenEDF2(i, j) is preferred to be a
white pixel and should be processed with Eqs. 5 and 6. If P(i, j) ∈ PW , thenEDF2(i, j)
is preferred to be identical toEDF1(i, j). In this case, three conditions should be consid-
ered as follows. Firstly, a trial onEDF2(i, j) is made by using standard error diffusion.

I. If EDF2(i, j) is identical toEDF1(i, j), then Eqs. 1 and 2 are applied.
II. If EDF2(i, j) is white andEDF1(i, j) is black, then Eqs. 3 and 4 are applied.

III. If EDF2(i, j) is black andEDF1(i, j) is white, then Eqs. 5 and 6 are applied.

With this strategy, we can obtain more precise decoded visual pattern without interference
from the background image.

In addition, the number ofEDF images can be increased to provide better decoded
visual pattern quality. The method is similar to the one described above. Consider the
case of threeEDF images, ifEDF1(i, j) ∈ EDF1W andEDF2(i, j) ∈ EDF2W

andP (i, j) ∈ PB , thenEDF3(i, j) is preferred to be a black pixel and should be pro-
cessed with Eqs. 3 and 4. If (EDF1(i, j) ∈ EDF1W andEDF2(i, j) ∈ EDF2B and
P (i, j) ∈ PB) or (EDF1(i, j) ∈ EDF1B andEDF2(i, j) ∈ EDF2W andP (i, j) ∈
PB), thenEDF3(i, j) is processed with standard error diffusion and Eqs. 1 and 2 are
applied. If EDF1(i, j) ∈ EDF1B andEDF2(i, j) ∈ EDF2B andP (i, j) ∈ PB ,
thenEDF3(i, j) is preferred to be a white pixel and should be processed with Eqs. 5
and 6. If P(i, j) ∈ PW , thenEDF3(i, j) is preferred to be identical toEDF1(i, j) and
EDF2(i, j). In this case, three conditions should be considered as follows. Firstly, a trial
onEDF3(i, j) is made by using standard error diffusion.

I. If EDF3(i, j) is white and bothEDF1(i, j) and EDF2(i, j) are black, then
Eqs. 3 and 4 are applied.

II. If EDF3(i, j) is black and bothEDF1(i, j) and EDF2(i, j) are white, then
Eqs. 5 and 6 are applied.

III. Otherwise, Eqs. 1 and 2 are applied.
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In general, the decoded visual pattern will reveal better quality when moreEDF

images are overlaid. The overlapping algorithm for moreEDF images is similar to that
of two EDF images. The decoded pixel is white when all pixels with the same color are
stacked. Otherwise, the decoded pixel is black.

4. Experimental Results

The proposed method is tested on the 512×512 multi-tone Lena image. Fig. 5 shows Lena
image and itsEDF image. The Jarvis kernel is used to diffuse the multi-tone image. In
addition, some binary visual patterns to be embedded are shown in Fig. 6. These patterns
differ individually. Fig. 7(a) shows the embedded halftone image usingNBEDF and
Fig. 8(a) shows the embedded halftone image using the proposed method. The balanced
noiseNB used here is 25. It can be seen that the two pattern-embedded images have
similar visual quality with no conspicuous artifacts. Then Fig. 5(b) and Fig. 7(a) are
overlaid to generate Fig. 7(b) usingNBEDF . The visual quality of the decoded pattern
is good except for that in the white region. Similarly, Fig. 5(b) and Fig. 8(b) are overlaid
to generate Fig. 8(b) using the proposed method. Without the interference of background
image, the decoded binary visual pattern as shown in Fig. 8(b) is more precise.

In order to demonstrate the achievement and positive performance of our proposed
method, the skeleton word is used in the experiment. Fig. 9(a) and Fig. 10(a) show the em-
bedded halftone images usingNBEDF and the proposed method, respectively. Fig. 9(b)
and Fig. 10(b) show the decoded images usingNBEDF and the proposed method, re-
spectively. It can be seen that the decoded binary pattern obtained byNBEDF is unclear,
the high texture region especially. On the contrary, the decoded binary pattern obtained
by the proposed method is clear.

Fig. 5. Lena image: (a) multi-tone image, (b) error diffused image.
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Fig. 6. Input visual patterns: (a) bold word, (b) skeleton word, (c) fingerprint image, (d) Halftone Baboon image.

Fig. 7.NBEDF using Fig. 6(a) as input pattern: (a) embedded image, (b) overlaid image.
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Fig. 8. The proposed method using Fig. 6(a) as input pattern: (a) embedded image, (b) overlaid image.

Fig. 9.NBEDF using Fig. 6(b) as input pattern: (a) embedded image, (b) overlaid image.

Fig. 10. The proposed method using Fig. 6(b) as input pattern: (a) embedded image, (b) overlaid image.
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Fig. 11.NBEDF using Fig. 6(c) as input pattern: (a) embedded image, (b) overlaid image.

Fig. 12. The proposed method using Fig. 6(c) as input pattern: (a) embedded image, (b) overlaid image.

In Fig. 11 and Fig. 12, a fingerprint image is tested. Both the pattern-embedded im-
ages show a little visible artifact around the edge of the fingerprint. The decoded pattern
obtained by the proposed method is identified to be better than that ofNBEDF .

A halftone Baboon image is also used as the input visual pattern as shown in Fig. 6(d).
The results are revealed in Fig. 13 and Fig. 14. The pattern-embedded images look in a
state of confusion. But the hidden pattern is not perceivable. As the results of overlapping,
the decoded image obtained byNBEDF is unclear completely, but it is faintly visible
using the proposed method.
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Fig. 13.NBEDF using Fig. 6(d) as input pattern: (a) embedded image, (b) overlaid image.

Fig. 14. The proposed method using Fig. 6(d) as input pattern: (a) embedded image, (b) overlaid image.

Furthermore, the better image quality can be obtained when more than two halftone
images are overlaid. Fig. 15 shows the results when overlapping three halftone images.
It can be seen that these decoded images are more precise than those of two halftone
images.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, an improved method for halftone image hiding is proposed. Two or more
error-diffused halftone images can be overlaid to recover the hidden binary visual pat-
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Fig. 15. The result images when overlapping three halftone images.

tern. By using the proposed method, the background image in the decoded image can
be eliminated and the hidden binary visual pattern can be revealed precisely. However, a
little additional computation is required by the modified overlapping algorithm. Since the
complexity is low, the proposed method can be applied to mobile system for image au-
thentication or conveying of secret messages. From the experimental results, the decoded
visual patterns are precise under various kinds of input patterns.
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Duomen ↪u slėpimas dvilygiuose vaizduose

Hsien-Wen TSENG, Chin-Chen CHANG

Dauguma darb↪uu apie dvilygi↪u vaizd↪u kriptografij↪a skirti kontrastingesnio dekoduoto vaizdo
gavimo tematikai. Tǎciau pasl̇eptasis piešinys dažnai susilieja su fono vaizdu j↪i sugadindamas. Šia-
me straipsnyje sīulomas pagerintas dvilygi↪u vaizd↪u sl̇epimo metodas. J↪i naudojant fono vaizdas
eliminuojamas, toḋel pasl̇eptasis vaizdas gali b̄uti atstatomas tiksliai. Eksperiment↪u rezultatai rodo,
kad gaunami geros kokybės dekoduoti vaizdai↪ivairaus pob̄udžio pradiniams vaizdams. Dar geresnė
vaizd ↪u kokyḃee gaunama, kai uždedami keli dvilygiai vaizdai.


